
 

 

 

 

 

Enjoy one free visit to Green Bean each 
with your Artspace enrolment. 

 
  

 

 

term 3, 2017 
24 July – 22 Sept 

week 2. Tree Houses 

Inspired by the work of Jedediah Voltz, we 
will become little architects for the day as we 
create houses around a real plant!  Take your 
creation home and watch it grow and change 
over time. 

week 3.  Hidden Pictures 

Today we will learn a fantastic mono-printing 
technique! We will look hard at our prints, 
searching for images that are hiding within 
the lines and blobs of paint. We will expand 
these in to drawings, while discovering new 
tools to draw and create with. 
 

week 4. Creative Riddles 

You will be presented with a fun challenge 
and a whole heap of materials to solve the 
challenge in a creative way. There is no right 
or wrong, surprise us with your creative 
solutions! 
 

week 1. Strange Faces 

Looking at ourselves in the mirror, we’ll create 
a little clay bust of ourselves that can be as 
realistic or as strange as we like. In the 
process we will learn about face anatomy and 
what is hidden from view. 

 

week 5. Clay Alphabets 

People with synesthesia see their letters in 
different colours and textures. Create your 
own colourful 3D alphabet letters using clay, 
paint and quirky embellishments! 
 

week 6. Microscopic Art 

Inspired by the work of Elin Thomas and Klari 
Reis, we will create artworks that will be a 
cross between a specimen jar and an 
artwork. Using a variety of materials, we’ll 
create beautiful artworks in a petri dish! We 
will also look at things under the microscope 
and be inspired by the beauty of the tiny. 
 

Today we will create wonderful, marbled 
backgrounds for our drawings. Using 
charcoal, pastels and inks, we will create 
beautiful multi-layered works that will be good 
enough to hang in any gallery. 

 

week 7. Marbled Drawing 

Inspired by the flora and fauna that glows in 
the dark, we will create a miniature word of 
glowing insects and plants inside a ‘take 
home’ glass jar. See your tiny microcosm 
come alive in the dark. 
Have you ever wanted to get inside your art 

work? This time you will by using the magic of 

your art making and our photography. You will 

draw, paint and collage a world that you will 

become a part of.  

 

week 8. Fireflies 

 

Inspired by the awesome clay works of artists 
like Todd Barricklow, Diana Fayt and Linzdi 
Ramsden, we will learn the new technique of 
drawing in clay (using colour and various 
scratching tools).  

 

week 9. Clay Tile Drawing 


